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Abstract
The explosive growth of biological information generated by the scientific community allover the
world has led to storage of voluminous data. This torrent of information has, in turn, led to an supreme
requirement for computerized databases to store, categorize, and index the data and for specialized
tools to view and analyze the data. Bio informatics is the analysis of biological information using
computers and statistical techniques; the science of developing and utilizing computer databases and
algorithms to accelerate and enhance biological research. Computers are used together,store, analyze
and integrate biological and genetic information which cant hen be applied to gene-based drug
discovery and development. Datamining or knowledge discovery from data (KDD), is used to extract
interesting, nontrivial,implicit,previously unknown and potentially useful information from data. Soft
computing differs from conventional (hard) computing in that, unlike hard computing, it is tolerant
of imprecision,uncertainty, partial truth, and approximation. The guiding principle of soft computing
is to exploit the tolerance for imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth, and approximation to achieve
tractability,robustness and low solution cost for the emerging field of conceptual intelligence. Soft
computing includes the techniques such as fuzzy logic,neural networks,genetic algorithms,etc. The
methodologies of soft computing are complementary rather than competitive and they can be viewdata
foundation component. This paper will focus on issues related to data mining and soft computing and
relevance of these in bio-environmental. Further the paper focuses on some of its current applications.
Keyword: Datamining, Soft Computing,Bioinformatis, Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks, Genetic
Algorithm
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I. INTRODUCTION
Bioinformatics, is a field committed to the
interpretation and analys is of biological data using
computational techniques, has evolved tremendously in
recent years due to the explosive growth of biological
information generated by the scientific community.

Bioinformatics is the science of managing, mining,
integrating, and interpreting information from biological
data at the genomic, proteomic, phylogenetic, cellular,
or whole organism levels. The need for bioinformatics
tools and expertise has increased as genome sequencing
projects have resulted in an exponential growth in
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complete and partial sequence databases. Data
mining is the use of automated data analysis techniques
to un cover previously undetected relationships among
data items. Data mining often involves the analys is of
data stored in a data ware house. Data mining aids the
scientists and the researches by providing sophisticated
techniques to extract the useful information from the
huge amount biological data at hand. Data mining refers
to the extraction of useful information from a large set of
data. It is a technique for the discovery of patterns hidden
in large data sets,focusing on issues relating to their
feasibility, usefulness, effectiveness, and scalability[2].
The term data mining refers to information elicitation.
On the other hand, soft computing deals within formation
processing. If these two key properties can be combined
in a constructive way,then this formation can effectively
be used for knowledge discovery in large databases.
Referring to this synergetic combination,the basic
merits of data mining and soft computing paradigms
are pointed out and novel data mining implementation
coupled to a soft computing approach for knowledge
discovery is presented. In this context, in the following
two sections the properties of data mining and machine
learning paradigms are pointed out. The present article
provides an overview of the available literature on data
mining, and its aspects. This is followed by Section-2
which discusses the state of art of soft computing and
wed is cuss each of the soft computing methods in brief
the following by section-4 which brings out there
levance of different soft computing methods in data
mining. finally we conclude with section -4,where
the significane of soft computing in data mining is
highlighted.[2][4].The purpose oft his paper is to
provide an overall understanding of Data mining and
soft computing techniques and their application and
usage in bio informatics.
II. Bioinformatics:
Bio-infomatics is the field of science in which
biology, computer science, and information technology
merget of or masingle discipline. The ultimate goal of
the field is to enable the discovery of new biological
in sights as well asto create a global perspective from
which unifying principles in biology can be discerned.
At thebe ginning oft he "genomic revolution", a bioinformatics concern was the creation and maintenance
14

of a database to store biological information,such as
nucleotide and amino acidsequences. Development of
this type of database involved not only design issues
butt he development of complex interfaces whereby
researchers could both access existing data as well
as submit new or revised data. Ultimately,however,
all of this information must be combined to forma
comprehensive picture of normal cellular activities
so that researchers may study how these activities are
altered indifferent disease states. Therefore, the field of
bio informatics has evolved such that the most pressing
task now involves the analysis and interpretation of
various types of data,including nucleotide and amino
acid sequences, protein domains, and protein structures.
The actual process of analyzing and interpreting data is
referred to as computational biology. Important subdisciplines with in bio-informatics and computational
biology include the development and implementation
of tools that enable efficient access to, and use and
management of, various types of information the
development of new algorithms (mathematical formulas)
and statistics with which to assess relationships among
members of large data sets, such as methods to locate
a gene within a sequence, predict protein structure
and/or function, and cluster protein sequences into
families of related sequences. The National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI2001) defines bioinformatics as:"Bioinformatics is the field of science
in which biology, computer science, and information
technology merge into a single discipline. There are
three important sub-disciplines with in bioinformatics:
the development of new algorithms and statistics with
which to assess relationships among members of large
data sets; the analysis and inter pretation of various
types of data including nucleotide and amino acid
sequences,proteindomains,and protein structures; and
the development and implementation of tools that enable
efficient access and management of different types of
information."[ref-3]. The three terms bioinformatics,
computational biology and bioinformation infrastructure
are of tentimes used inter changeably. These three may
be defined as follows:
1.

Bioinformatics refers to database-like activities,
involving persistent sets of data that are maintained
in a consistent stateover essentially indefinite
periodsoftime;
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2.
3.

Computational biology encompasses the use of
algorithmic tools to facilitate biological analysis.
Bioinformation infrastructure comprises the
entire collective of information management
systems,analysis tools and communication
networks supporting biology. Thus, the latter may
be viewed as a computational gibbet of the former
two.

A. Biological Database

C. SCOPE AND USE OF BIOINFORMATICS:
Bioinformatics is used in analyzing genomes
protein sequences, three-dimensional modelling of
bio molecules and biologic systems, etc. Different
biological problems considered with in the scope of
bioinformatics fall into main tasks which are given
below
Alignment and comparison of DNA, RNA, and protein
sequences.

A biological database is a large, organized body
of persistent data,usually associated with computerized
software designed to update,query,and retrieve
components of the data stored within the system. A
simple database might be a single file containing
many records,each of which includes the same set of
information. For example, a record associated with
a nucleotide sequenced at abase typically contains
information such as contact name,the input sequence with
a description of the type of molecule,the scientific name
oft he source organism from which it was isolated,and
often,literature citations associated with the sequence.
For researchers to benefit from the toxicodermatitides,
two additional requirements must be met easy access
to the information and a method for extracting only
that information needed to answer specific biological
question.

Gene finding and promoter identification from DNA
sequences.

yy

To organize data in away that allows researchers to
create and access information

Datamining task : Figure:1

yy

To develop tools that facilitates the analysis and
management of data.

yy

To use biological data to analyses and inter pret the
results in a biologically meaningful manner

Interpretation of gene expression and micro- array
data.
Gene regulatory network identification.
Construction of phylogenetic trees for studying
evolution ary relationship.
Protein
structure
classification.

prediction

and

Molecular design and molecular docking.
Therefore the aims of bioinformatics are:

III. DATAMINING
B. Importance of Bioinformatics
The rationale for applying computational
approaches to facilitate the understanding of various
biological processes includes: a more global perspective
in experimental design the ability to capitalize on the
emerging technology of database-mining - the process
by which testable hypothesesare generated regarding
the function or structure of a gene or. protein of
interest by identifying similar sequences inbetter
characterized organisms

Data mining in general is a term which refers to
extracting or “mining” knowledge from huge amounts
of records. Data Mining (DM) is the discipline off in ding
novel remarkable patterns and liaison in vast quantity of
data. Data mining is also sometimes called Knowledge
Discovery in Databases (KDD)[4]. Datamining is not
specific to any industry, it has its presence feltinmost
of the applications to day. It requires sharp technologies
and the compliance to discover the possibility of
hidden knowledge that resides in the data. Data Mining
approaches seem ideallysuited for Bioinformatics, since
it is data-rich,but lacks a comprehensive theory of life’s
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organization at the molecular level. The extensive data
bases of biological information crafts both challenges
and opportunities for development of novel KDD
methods. Mining biological data helps to extract useful
knowledge from massive data sets granduncles, and in
other related life sciences are as such as medicine and
neuroscience, etc. Knowledge discovery as a process is
depicted in Figure 1 and consists of an iteratives equence
of the following steps:
Selection: Obtain data from various sources.
Preprocessing: Cleanse data.
Transformation : Convert to common format.
Transform to new format.
Data Mining: Obtain desired results.
Interpretation/Evaluation: Present results to user in
meaningful manner.

classes. 1. Classification[18], [19], [20], [21], [22]:
classifies ad at a item into one of several predefined
categorical classes. A classification problem is a
supervised learning problem in which the output
information is a discrete classification;i.e., given an
object and its input attributes, the classification output
is one oft he possible mutually exclusive classes of
th ,[10],[11],[12]: maps ad at a item to areal valued
prediction variable.Aureteroneopyelostomies supervised
learning problem of building am ore or examples of
supervised learning. The nextthree tasks – association
rules,clustering and description&visualization – are
examples of unsupervised learning. In unsupervised
learning,no variable is singled out as the target;the goal
is to establish some less transparent model in which
the output information is a continuous numerical value
ora vector of such values rather than a discrete class.
Then,given an object,it is possible to periodontal its
attributes by means oft he other attributes by using the
built model. The prediction of numeric values maybe
done by classical or more advanced statistical methods
and by symbolic methods often used in the classification
task.
Estimation
Given some input data,coming up with a value for
some unknown continuous variable.

Figure 2:
A. Dataminingtasks:
The two"high-level"primary goals of data mining,in
practice, are prediction and description. The main tasks
well apt ford at a mining, all of which involves mining
meaningful new patterns from the data, are: Learning from
data falls into two categories: directed (“supervised”)
and undirected (“unsupervised”) learning given in figure
2. The first three tasks– classification,estimation and
prediction– are relationship among all the variables.
Unsupervised learning attempts to find patterns with out
the use of a particular target field. The development of
new data mining and knowledged is covery tools is a
subject of active research. One motivation behind the
development of these tools is their potential application
in modern biology.
Classification
Classification is learning a function that maps
(classifies) a data item into one of several predefined
16

Prediction
Same as classification & estimation except that the
records are classified according to some future be ha vi
or ores ti mated future value).
Association rules
Determining which things go together,also called
dependency mode ling. association rules[13], [14],
[15],[16]: describes association relationship among
different attributes. Given a collection of items and a
set of records,each of which contain some number of
items from the given collection, an association function
is an operation against this set of records which return
affinities or patterns that exist among the collection of
items. These patterns can be expressed by rules such
as"72%of all there cords that contain items A, B and C
also contain items D and E."Association rule generators
area powerful data mining technique used to search
through an entire data set for rules revealing the nature
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and frequency of relationships or association between
data entities. The resulting associations can be used to
filter the information for human analysis and possibly to
define a prediction model based on observed behaviour.

Description&visualization:

Clustering

C. MajorIssuesinDataMining

Segmenting a population into a number of
subgroups or clusters. Clustering [17],[18],[19],
[20],[21],[22],[23],[24]:maps ad at a item into one of
several clusters, where clusters are natural groupings
of data items based on similarity metrics or probability
density models
Rulegeneration
[25],[26],[27],[28],[29],[30],[31],[32]:
extracts
classification rules from the data. A clustering
problem is an unsupervised learning problem that aims
at finding clusters of similar objects sharing a number
of interesting properties. It may be used in data mining
toe valuate similarities among data,to bloodstained
representative prototypes, to analyze correlations
between attributes, or to automatically represent a
data set by as mall number of regions, preserving the
topological properties of the original input space
Summarization
[33],[34],[35],[36]: provides a compact description
fora subset of data This task aims at producing compact
and characteristic descriptions fora given set of data. It
can take multiple forms : numerical (simple descriptive
statistical measures like means, standard deviations),
graphical forms (histograms, scatter plots),or the form
of if-then rules. It may provide descriptions about
objects in the whole database or in selected subsets of it.
An example of summarization is“the minimum unitary
price for all the transactions with energy is 70 price
units”
Sequenceanalysis
[37],[38]:models sequential patterns, like timeseries analysis. The goal is to model the states of the
process generating the sequence or to extract and
report deviation and trends overtime.
Dependencymodelling
[37],[38]: describes
among variables.

significant

dependencies

Representing
techniques.

the

data

using

visualization

B.
The following are the major issues related with the
usage of the data mining function a lities:
1. Mining methodology and user interaction
Mining different kinds of knowledge indata bases.
Interactive mining of knowledge at multiple levels of
abstraction.
2. Performance Scalability
Efficiency and scalability of data mining
algorithms. Parallel,distributed and incremental mining
methods
3. Other Issues in DataMining
Issues relating tot he diversity of data types.
Handling relational and complex types of data.
Mining information from heterogeneous databases and
global information systems (WWW). Issues related
to applications and social impacts. Application of
discovered knowledge. domain-specific data mining
tools. Intelligent query answering. protection of
data security,integrity,and privacy. Integration of the
discovered knowledge with existing knowledge:
A knowledge fusion problem.
Data Mining techniques have been applied
successfully in many areas from business to science to
sports.
1. Science applications
Data mining techniques have been used in
astronomy,bioinformatics,drug discovery and many
more.
2. Business applications
Many organizations now employ data mining as
a secreat weapon to keep in pace orgain a competitive
edge. Data mining has been used in advertising, CRM
(Customer Relationship management), investments,
manufacturing, sports / entertainment, telecom,
e-Commerce, targeted marketing, health care,etc.
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3. Other application
Data mininng has been successfully used for
various other application such as Web : search engines,
Government, law enforcement, profiling tax cheaters,
anti-terror, credit approval, etc. Putting it together
Data Mining is the step in the process of knowledge
discovery in databases,that inputs predominantly
cleaned, transformed data, searches the data using
algorithms,and outputs patterns and relationships to the
interpretation/evaluation step oft he KDDprocess
IV Softcomputing:
Soft computing is a consortium of methodologies
that works synergistically and provides,in one form or
another, flexible information processing capability [10]
[]. Its aim is to exploit the tolerance for imprecision,
uncertainty, approximate reasoning,and partial truth
in order to achieve tractability, robustness,and lowcost solutions[11][]. Methodologies like fuzzy sets,
neural networks, genetic algorithms,and roughs et
sa re most widely applied in the data. An excellent
survey demonstrating the significance of
soft
computing tools in data mining problem is provided by
Mitraetal.[40]. These methodologies of soft computing
are complementary rather than competitive and they can
be view edasa foundation

association that are qualitative are very difficult to utilize
effectively by applying conventional rule induction
algorithms. Since fuzzy logic model in gisa probability
based modeling, it has many advantages over the
conventional rule induction algorithms. The advantage
is that it allows processing of very large data sets which
require efficient algorithms.[ref book] The concept of
fuzzy logic was conceived by Lotfi Zadeh. Fuzzy logic
is an organized method for dealing with imprecise data.
This data is considered to beas fuzzy sets [2][]. Fig. 2
show show values for the continuous attribute income
are mapped into the discrete categories flow,medium,
high, as well as how the fuzzy membership or truth
values are calculated. Fuzzy logic systems typically
provide graphical tools to assist users in this step.
Fuzzy logic can be introduced into the system to
allow fuzzy" thresholds or boundaries to be defined.
Rather than having a precise cutoffs between categories
or sets,fuzzy logic uses truth values between 0:0 and
1:0 to represent the degree of membership that a certain
value has in a given category [2] []. In general, the
use of fuzzy logic in rule-based systems involves the
following:
1)

Attribute values are converted to fuzzy values.
Above figure show show values for the continuous
attribute income are mapped into the discrete
categories flow, medium, high, as well a show the
fuzzy membership or truth values are calculated.
Fuzzy logic systems typically provide graphical
tools to assist users in this step.

2)

For a given new sample, more than one fuzzy
rule may apply. Each applicable rule contributes a
vote form e-mbership in the categories. Typically,
the truth values for each predicted category are
summed.

3)

The sums obtained above are combined into a
value that is returned by the system. This process
may bed one by weight ingeach category by its
truth sum and multiplying by the mean truth value
of each category. The calculations involved may be
more complex, depending on the complexity of the
fuzzy membership graphs.

A. Importance of Soft Computing
The complement arityoffuzzylogic, neural
networks, genetic algorithms and probabilistic reasoning
has an important consequence in many cases. A problem
can be solved most effectively by using fuzzy logic,
neural networks,genetic algorithms and probabilistic
reasoning in combination rather than using them
exclusively. Atypical example for such combination is
neuro fuzzy systems.
Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic is derived from fuzzy set theory
dealing with reasoning that is approximate rather than
precisely deduced from classical predicate logic. It can
bethought of as the application side of fuzzy set. Fuzzy
truth represents membership in vaguely defined
sets, like likelihood of some event or condition and
fuzzy sets are based on vague definitions of sets, not
randomness[39].Since,data mining is the process of
extracting nontrivial relationships in the database, the
18
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1. Role of Fuzzy Sets
Modeling of imprecise/qualitative knowledge.
Transmission and handling uncertainties at various
stages. Supporting, to an extent, human type
reasoning in natural form.
2.FuzzySetsinDataMining
Classification/Regression/ Clustering. Discovering
association rules (describing interesting association
relationship
among
different
attributes).Data
summarization/condensation(abstracting the essence
from a large amount of information).
Neural Networks
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an
information processing paradigm that is inspired by
the way biological nervous systems, such as the brain
processes information. The key element of this paradigm
is the novel structure of the information processing
system. It is composed of a large number of highly inter
connected processing elements (neurons) working in
union to solve specific problems. An ANN is configured
for a specific application,such as pattern recognition or
data classification, through a learning process. Learning
in biological systems involves adjustments to the
synaptic connections that exist between the neurons.
NEURAL NETWORKS
An artificial neural network(ANN),[2][],[4][] often
just called a "neural network" (NN), is a mathematical
model or computational model based on biological neural
networks, in other words, is an emulation of biological
neural system. It consists of an inter connected group
of artificial neurons and processes information using
a connection ist approach to computation. The human
brain is a highly complex structure viewed as a massive,
highly inter connected network of simple processing
elements called neurons. This behaviour of the neuron
can be captured by a simple model which can be shown
as:

In most cases an ANN is an adaptive system that
changes its structure based on external or internal
information that flows through the noteworthy
component oft he model bears a direct analogy tot he
actual constituents of a biological neuron and hence
is termed as Ann. There are several classes of Neural
Networks, classified according to their learning
mechanisms.
a.

Single layer feed for ward network

b.

Multi layer feed for ward network:

c.

Recurrent networks:

Duringthelearningphase
Role of ANN
Adaptively, robustness, parallelism, optimality.
Machinery for learning and curve fitting (Learns from
examples). Initially, thought to be unsuitable for - black
box nature - no information available in symbolic form
(suitable for human interpretation). Recently,embedded
knowledge is extract in the form of symbolic rules
making it suitable for rule generation.
ANNs provide Natural Classifiers/prediction based
models having
Crossover and mutation to produce a population
of the next generation. This concept of survival oft he
fittest proposed by Darwinist hem a in cause fort he
robust performance of GAs. Cross over helps in the
exchange of discovered knowledge in the form of genes
between individuals and mutation helps in restoring lost
or unexplored regions in search space.[ref book]Genetic
algorithm (GA)[1], belonging to a class of ran do mi
zed heuristic and adaptive search techniques based on
the principal of natural selection, is an attractive tool to
find near optimal solutions for optimization problems.
Genetic algorithms [2][]attempt to incorporate ideas
of natural evolution. In general,genetic learnings tarts
as follows. An initial population is created consisting of
randomly generated rules. Each rule can be represented
by a string of bits. As a simple example, suppose that
samples in a given training set are described by two
Boolean attributes, A1 and A2, and that there are two
classes, C1 and C2. The rule \ IFA1 and not A2 THEN
C2"can been coded as the bit string \ 100", where
the two left most bits represent attributes A1 and A2,
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respectively, and the rightmost bit represents the class.
Similarly, the rule\ if not A1 and not A2 then C1"can
been coded as\001". If an attribute has k values where
k>2,then k bits maybe used to encode the attribute's
values. Classes can be encoded in a similar fashion.
Based on the notion of
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms have found a wide gamut
of applications in data mining, where knowledge is
mined from large databases. Genetic algorithms can
be used to build effective classifier systems, mining
association rules and other such data mining problems.
Their robust search technique has given them a
central place in the field of data mining and machine
learning[42]. GA can be viewed as an evolution ary
process whereat each generation,from as et off ea sib le
solutions,individuals or solutions are selected such that
individuals with higher fitness have greater probability
of getting chosen. At each generation, these chosen
individuals undergo P evolves where each rule in
P satisfies a prespecified fitness threshold. Genetical
gorithms are easily parallelizable and have been used
for classification as well as other optimization problems.
In datamining,they may be used to evaluate the fitness
of other algorithms.
1. RoleofGenetic Algorithms
Robust, parallel, adaptive search methods suitable when the search space is large. GAs: Efficient,
Adaptive and robust Search Processes, Producing near
optimal solutions Application of neural networks to
biological datamining: Acases tudy in protein sequence
classification. In Proceedings of the Sixth ACMSIGKDD
International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and
Data Mining, 2000, pp. 305 - 309. networks method
add definite advantage to bioinformaticians to solve
many types of problems in the field of bioinformatics.
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